Midwest Chios Energy Healing School
Wheaton
Receive personalized one-on-one instruction from our Certified Chios Master Teachers who will support you throughout your
journey. Chios Energy Healing provides you the healer with the most leading-edge and effective techniques in energy healing. It
is an integrated system composed of three sequential levels, each building on the last.
 “Chios Energy Healing” by Stephen H. Barrett is required for all levels. You can purchase the book on Amazon.
 Each class is two hours in length and each Healing Level has specific class attendance requirements.
 Cost is $30 per class (all levels) with an Attunement cost of $45 for Levels 1 and 2, $55 for Master Level.
 A full Chios Energy Healing Treatment is recommended before beginning your studies of this modality. One hour session is

$85.00. One hour session with Emotional Re-Patterning and Life Coaching is $110.

Healing Level I

3 classes required

A brief introduction to energy healing. You will learn energy channeling (how to call in and channel the energy through your
hands and into the chakras of your patient) and how to begin to sense the energy field of your patient, using your hands. Upon
completion of Level I you will receive a certificate.

Healing Level II

5 classes required

An intermediate course in energy healing. You will learn how to use healing symbols, how to correctly use your power of
visualization, how to perform intuitive readings (and use them to sense the condition of the aura and chakras of your patient),
how to learn to view the aura, and then how to use many new healing techniques for correcting energetic defects you will find in
your patient's aura and chakras.
If you are studying Chios with a Chios Master Teacher, for the purpose of official certification, you will be given the designation
of Certified Chios Healing Practitioner (CCHP) upon your successful completion of this level. You will receive certification and
will be prepared to work on others.

Healing Level III

8 classes required

This is the Chios Master Teacher Level with advanced techniques in energy healing. You will learn how to channel color and
light and use them (in addition to the energy) in your healing work, how to learn to see all seven layers of aura, how to
completely sense the condition of the chakra system, and how to interpret the meaning of all the colors and other phenomena
you will see in your patient's aura and chakras. You will then learn the core Chios Master techniques of Chakra Charging,
Chakra System Rebalancing, Radiatory Healing, Seventh-Layer Healing and Frisson Healing - stunning, fundamental advances
in energy healing - which will provide you the means to perform very powerful energy healing treatments for your patients. A
complete distance healing method, using these color and light healing techniques, is also given.
If you are taking Chios with a Chios Master Teacher, for the purpose of official certification, you will be given the designation of
Certified Chios Master Teacher (CCMT) upon your successful completion of this level. Upon completion of Level III you will
receive Certified Chios Master Teacher Certification from the Chios Institute. This Certification qualifies you to teach at all of our
Chios Healing Schools or to begin teaching elsewhere.

For upcoming class dates, times and locations visit us on Meetup at:
www.meetup.com/Midwest-Chios-Energy-Healing-School-Wheaton/

www.MidwestChiosEnergyHealingSchool.com
Cathy (CAT) Baldwin Owner 815.263.4537

